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Abstract: 

The cultural conditioning and praxis that narrate, maintain and solidify the oppressions of 

the female body, nurtures morality to keep the oppressions alive and continuous. The 

female bodies exhibited in Manto’s stories examine these oppressions and body narratives 

as cultural, seemingly, making Manto question the very paradigm of culture. Who defines 

it? Those that are a part of it or those who distort and bind it in the name of religion, 

tradition and morality. Therefore, this paper aims to exhibit the idea of obscenity as a part of 

cultural hegemony with censorship as a means to quieten certain expressions that reflect 

the bitter truth of society as it is. The paper shall investigate how the body politic 

elaborates in the texts, as a site of lineage and identity, which is eventually dismantled as a 

site of socio-political and legal victimization. The objective of the paper is to highlight the 

nuances of exposition of realities, through Manto’s stories, which otherwise stay veiled 

in  the society and are maintained so through culture.  
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Introduction:  

The definition of the two related yet different concepts of ‘Indecency’ and 

‘Obscenity’, both of which have often been confused with each other, becomes clear 

when one is exhibited the six banned stories of Saadat Hasan Manto. This idea of 

obscenity as a part of cultural hegemony not only inhibits the exposing of bitter 

realities that appear as estranged truths but also manifest the means of censorship as 

ironic. The irony lies in the exhibition of what it tries to restrain or control. As per the 

law, the ‘indecent representation’ seeks to prevent any kind of public nuisance 

whereas laws prohibiting ‘obscenity’ punish conduct which is immoral and 

corrupting, and oscillating between these moral and immoral domains we furnish 

Manto and his stories. 

Before Manto, Premchand brought Urdu fiction out of the realms of fantasy 

and romance. Manto, further, developed this tradition towards realistic 

representation, exploring the truth of human existence with keen psychological 

insight and down to earth realism. He says in “Adab-e-Jadeed” (New Writing), “the 

times we are living in, if you are ignorant towards them, read my stories. If you 

cannot tolerate my stories, this means the times are intolerable” (Menra52). His way 

of storytelling might appear to be simple but the way the subjects and themes are 

treated disturbs the reader’s mind. The cynical humour and stark truthfulness with 

which he portrays his characters unveils the hypocrisy and cant of middle class 

pretension and superficial morality. The quintessence of this is that he was charged 

of obscenity for his six stories namely “Thanda Gosht”, “Kaali Salwar”, “Bu”, 

“Dhuan”, “Khol Do” and “UparNeecheaurDarmiyan”. But how does one define 

obscenity? The statutory definition of obscenity is closed in Section 292 of Indian 

Penal Code that states that a writing or representation is considered obscene if it is 

lascivious or appeals to the prurient interest or if its effect is such that it tends to 

deprave or corrupt the persons who are likely to read it. In Manto’s story “Kaali 
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Salwar”, one of the passages where Sultana and Shanker are in conversation has 

been tagged obscene. 

I understand’ he said. ‘Now listen.  

…Like doctors I too charge fee…Then she laughed 

‘What do you do?’ she asked. 

‘The same as you do,’ he said. 

‘I…I…I do nothing.’ 

‘I too do nothing.’ 

‘I just rot.’ 

‘I also rot then. 

‘Come, let us then rot together. (Menra 143) 

The reality of sexual openness and existence of sex workers and sex work has often 

been termed as indecent or obscene, thus, making it unfit for mainstream social 

acceptance. On the contrary, Manto’s attempts, through his stories, seems to 

underline this hypocrisy which accepts this obscenity in brothels but denies its 

existence. Moreover, the point to be emphasized is how Manto defended himself 

against the allegation of obscenity in his stories. He says in the five-page statement 

he submitted in the court, “There is nothing obscene or vulgar between a man and 

woman relationship. Nor is it vulgar to talk about it. But when this relationship is 

depicted in the form of 84 asanas (sex poses) namely, erotic union, then it’ll 

degenerate into base indulgence…” (Wadhwan 96). Rather than propagandize 

obscenity in heterosexual relations of a prostitute, the stories like “Kaali Salwar” and 

“Thanda Gosht” put forth his realism in a demystified way with female body in all 

its nuanced physicality, rather than hiding it in symbols or metaphors, thereby 

making these marginalized characters, who are not married and are no mothers and 

have no visible intention to become so, a signifier of woman as a subject vis-à-vis 

those who lie in the mainstream. Here, the female body reveals the social 

stratification and exploitation. The warehouses, laundry shops, engines, machinery 

show Sultana’s rather every prostitute’s condition in the patriarchal light and their 

sexual labour is paralleled to the mechanized world around. This locates Sultana in a 
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historical light as a courtesan who worked in Ambala cantonment where her clients 

were British soldiers and the one who regrets coming to Delhi where her business (of 

prostitution) is slow. So be it “Kaali Salwar” or any other story, Manto appears as a 

rebel, the author up against anything that was accepted as it is or belonged to the 

Ashrafiya (the elite) was rejected vehemently. What one can derive from it is that the 

reason of charging Manto’s stories as obscene and uncultured and the consequent 

censoring of the same comes as a reaction to the masculinity that is shown as 

debased through Shanker, that which is devoid of its grandeur and is narrowed to 

the commercial exchange attacking its mythical side. Also, it is the reaction of the 

elite to the centralizing of the so-called peripheral beings and their realities which, in 

a way, decentralized the positions of the elite, the bourgeoisie and unmasked their 

hypocrisies unsettling the farce of those who define and satisfy their own 

conveniences in the name of culture. Here, Manto questions the very paradigm of 

culture. Who defines it? –Those that are a part of it or those who distort and bind it 

in the name of religion, tradition and morality. Manto emphasizes in “Afsana 

Nigaraur Jinsi Mailan” (The Story Writer and The Subject of Sex), “…maybe my 

writings are unpleasantly harsh. But what have humans gained from sweet 

homilies? The neem leaves are pungent but they cleanse the blood” (Menra83). As 

readers of Manto, the very statutory definition of obscenity as mentioned above now 

seems flawed. The predominant trait of this definition is its ambiguity and 

vagueness since no one so far has been able to describe what it is that has a tendency 

to deprave or corrupt. 

In stories like “Bu” and “Dhuan” an insight is given into the experiential 

mode of maleness in the world. With male protagonists, male sexuality seems to 

have no attached representation as female protagonists are generally depicted as 

polemics against sexual exploitation. Through the characters of Masud and Randhir, 

a young man yearning for his “earthly” lover, Manto develops certain kind of motif 

that conjoins the nature and male desire which focuses on the sensuousness of 
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objects ranging from rain, air to aroma of cooking and the goat’s flesh. Priyamvada 

Gopal, in her essay “Dangerous bodies: Masculinity, morality and social 

transformation in Manto ”mentions, “Sexuality is a thing in itself rather than the 

means through which social criticism is affected. Unlike, the prostitute stories which 

are set in visibly urban contexts…Manto strives in these early accounts of male 

sexuality to create an aura of timelessness” (93).The young boy’s sexuality in 

“Dhuan” can be equated with Ismat Chughtai’s young girl in “Lihaf”. Just as the 

young girl can describe the intimacy between her aunt and her maid, similarly, 

Masud experiences sensual pleasure without understanding the significance in 

terms of his own development. The story says, “Kulsum was moaning softly”. It 

further says “These soft sounds, in tune with the rising warmth of Masud’s feet were 

adding to his mysterious pleasure” (31). The conflict rests not only in the inability of 

understanding the act and the consequent pleasure but also whether one can derive 

and accept this pleasure from one’s sister. The conflict hence, gives birth to the 

conflict of the senses where the mind could not comprehend all of it but the eyes 

absorb every bit observed. “Dhuan” and “Bu” went through a lot of upheaval. More 

than the charge of obscenity it was alleged and criticized as a story that targeted 

Christianity since Ghatin, the prostitute was Christian. But, it seems that from the 

very beginning of the story there is a depiction of a certain kind of condition, a 

psychological trait that deals with oedipal tendencies. The portion of the story that 

deals with Masud massaging Kulsum and Masud’s recognizing his sister’s relation 

with another woman invokes Freudian concept of the oedipal complex where 

Masud, unknowingly, cannot accept that the flesh which gave him the pleasure is 

pleasurable for someone else too. These lines Manto says in defense, “No man is 

born with an evil mind…fathers and mothers who on the pretense of seeking 

privacy for comfort, do so for sexual indulgence and are responsible for arousing 

desire”(Wadhwan98).The story, therefore, plays with the psychology of the young 

mind and the vulgarity it questioned seems invisible. But Manto’s aspect of realism 

with regard to these two stories appears in contradiction. On one hand where he 
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argues that his realism does not incite emotions and passions, on the other hand he 

says that this realism in itself is influential as it will alter the prevalent. 

The story “Thanda Gosht” came as a bolt in the life of Manto after it was 

published in the issue of Javed by Abdul Matin. While reading about the three trials 

story had undergone, it appears that its explicit sexual content is less than the furor 

created over it. It seems as if the state’s interest was less in the depiction of sex and 

sexuality and was more concerned about the critique of masculinity and male 

identity with regard to violence. This charge of obscenity therefore came as a 

pretense beneath which concerns of gender, cultural identity and moral authority 

were ignored. The story places the burden of scrutiny on men like Isvar Singh not 

only with regard to female bodies like that of Kulwant Kaur and the potential rape 

victim but also in relation to their own bodies. The sexual violence here is not only 

for the male slayer rather than but also for the female victim. This is emphasized in 

the end when Isvar Singh himself turns into cold meat. Manto seems to suggest that 

under such situations, the slayer experiences the trauma of his own that becomes the 

reason of transformation of his self. Here, Isvar Singh’s own masculinity is unsettled 

and denaturalized as he becomes impotent. With the death of the potential rape 

victim, who by not performing the act of acknowledging his phallus power rejected 

the gendered power relations and consequently the burden of cognition fell on Isvar 

Singh. The story mentions, “she …she was a dead body, a corpse…absolutely cold 

meat…my love, give me your hand. Kulwant Kaur placed her hand on Ishwar’s 

handwhich was now colder than ice”(Menra274). Many critics like Mohammed 

Yaqub, Syed Ziauddin, and Mohammed Halim were witnesses on behalf of the 

prosecution. Syed Ziauddin said, “in my mind the story is undoubtedly 

obscene.”(108), on the other hand, Ahmed Syed, Professor of Psychology at Dyal 

Singh College, Lahore contended that that which has become a part of literature 

could not be termed as obscene. Also, Manto defended his piece saying, “Thanda 

Gosht is meant to be read by normal healthy minds, if a man is aroused on reading it 
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he would do well to consult a psychiatrist” (Menra112). One sees that their lives a 

close connection between the perceptions of collective cultural power and the 

symbols of cultural visibility in stories like “Thanda Gosht” in the form of dagger, 

turban etc. Therefore, the cultural power gets accumulated in signifying collective 

visibility and this visibility is cemented in body. Hence, to destroy the body, in a 

way, is to destroy the culture. Shashi Joshi in her essay “The World of Saadat Hasan 

Manto”, says, “The mutilation and extermination of the body is deeply implicated in 

notion of ‘us’ and ‘them’, the play of power between them”(145). 

Manto’s stories “Upar Neeche Aur Darmiya” and “Khol Do” have received 

the same charges and court trials. The experience of partition urged Manto to 

question the assumptions and familiarity of emancipation. His story “KholDo” 

reverse the paternalism that inclines towards rescuing of victims, suggests that a 

very thin line distinguishes the patriarchal violence from patriarchal protectionism. 

“Khol Do” attempts to show how paternalism belonging to the communal thinking 

can turn to itself without restraining itself to defence against the ‘other’ (whether 

Hindu or Muslim) and how it eventually feeds on itself. Therefore, this story targets 

and reveals the weakness of concept of national community. Ritu Menon and Kamla 

Bhasin have indicated in their work Borders and Boundaries: Women in India’s Partition, 

“It was not only miscreants, outsiders or marauding mobs that they needed to fear-

husbands, fathers, brothers and even sons could turn killers” (255). Despite close 

investigation it was not clear whether Manto proceeded with the charge of 

obscenity. But Naqoosh, the magazine which published this story was suspended for 

six months. The government feared that the story had a potential threat to upset the 

public peace especially with respect to the last portion where Sakina pushes down 

her salwar (lower) in a semi-conscious state: “The doctor put his fingers on the pulse 

of the body lying…and said to Sirajuddin, “that window, open it”. Sakina’s lifeless 

body suddenly stirred. With lifelesshands she opened the waistband of her salwar 

and lowered it all the way down” (Menra 202). It is the nature of this “peace” itself, 
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which the story questions, the silence referred as peace that is cleaved from within 

but upheld with the garb of national community. The last charge of obscenity 

against him was for story “Upar Neeche Aur Darmiya” that was first published in 

the Urdu paper namely Ehsaan in Lahore. It deals with the sex life of the lower and 

middle strata. Mehdi Ali Khan, the magistrate who punished Manto for this story 

says in the chapter ‘Charge Sheets and Court Cases’ compiled in Manto Naama, 

“Since in Upar Neeche Aur Darmiyan it dilates on sexual intercourse, therefore in spite 

of being real it is obscene” (Wadhwan 118). The charge of obscenity that his stories 

become victim to, not only points at the content that is the explicit treatment of 

sexuality but also refers to stories as acts of transgression of the protocols of what 

Aamir R. Mufti calls ‘National Realism’. Therefore, the poignant trait of irreverence 

in his stories for all cultural and political sanctities and his adverting effort of 

embossing doubt and questioning the conventional are regarded as obscene within 

the National Realistic framework. Aamir K Mufti in his essay “A Greater Short Story 

Writer than God:Genre, Gender and Minority in Late Colonial India”mentions: 

What is ‘obscene’ about Manto’s stories is that they undermine the 

narrative resolutions through which the ‘representative’-that isnational-self 

is produced. The real point of the debate about his worksis the cavalier 

attitude not towards sex itself, but rather towards the nation or towards 

the gendered narratives of national belonging. (34) 

Judith Butler writes in the chapter “Implicit Censorship and Discursive Agency” of 

Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative, “Language that is compelled to repeat 

what it seeks to constrain invariably reproduces and restages the very speech that it 

seeks to shut down. In this way, speech exceeds the censor by which it is constrained 

(129). Thus, the motif of silencing voices delves into its proliferation. The 

consequences of such threats and censorships seek to produce subjects which 

manifest power that not only confines a particular voice but also shapes the norms 

for upcoming cultural expressions exhibiting the societal realities. 
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These allegations of obscenity on his stories also makes one ponder upon the 

very idea of writing, writing as art, art that is inclusive of literature and literature 

that falls under the large circumference of culture. The fact that stands note-worthy 

here is that those who were out loud in the protest and had indignation against 

Manto the majority of them were not even remotely interested in literature. By 

saying this one does not aim at fettering the variety of or in literature rather the 

emphasis is on their intention that was to remain on the right side of the law abjectly 

seeking favour(s) with the powers. Maulana Akhtar Ali expressed his views for 

“Thanda Gosht”, “No, no we cannot tolerate such literature in Pakistan.”(Wadhwan 

108).It seems that this selection and rejection of literature, in the larger perspective, 

allows for a type of cultural conditioning which is exclusive of choice and inclusive 

of censorship of originality of thought and expression. This culture which is steadily 

becoming a blend of fundamentalisms, culture which no more celebrates variety but 

intends to homogenize, and within such cultural paradigm lies Saadat Hasan Manto, 

the societal reflection himself. 
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